Tecom Australia breaks new grounds as it is acquired by
Winder Controls Australia
The successful merger between Winder Controls Australia and Tecom Australia has subsisted beyond 15
months now. On 11th September 2017, both companies delightfully announced their strong commitment to
a Share Purchase Agreement.
Tecom Australia was absorbed by Winder Controls, with the knowledge that the firm is a specialist in SIL
rated remote data, video and voice transfer systems. In which it had aligned / focused its energy towards
the Materials Handling and Mining sectors with over 45 years of experience.
It offered an impressive array of cost-effective solutions aimed at increasing a company's productivity and
profitability. These solutions included full maintenance programs, communications network, remote
equipment monitoring, as well as display and interface data.
Today, Tecom Australia will now adopt and operate under its new name TECOM as it expands into
worldwide markets while working under the auspices of Winder Controls' Automation and Drive
Technology (ADT) business unit, serves as an official arm of Winder Controls, which is also a subsidiary
of the global tech giant Siemag Tecberg.
About Winder Controls
Winder Controls, is a hoisting industry powerhouse that offers an exhaustive list of services ranging from
customized hosting solutions to refurbishments, upgrades, and maintenance of existing infrastructure.
It is a top-draw brand when it comes to the manufacturing, supply, installation, and commissioning of
winders, winches, hoists, and all similar equipment. Renown for its superior designs and implementations,
Winder Controls, is run by a closely-knit multidisciplinary team made up of engineers, project managers,
and manufacturing and site services personnel.
In 2011, Winder Controls was acquired by the SEIMAG TECBERG Group to help the global tech giant
expand its product manufacturing and technical service capabilities. SEIMAG TECBERG Group is a
purveyor of knowledge-based engineering and project management services.

A better future promised
Tecom will continue to operate with relative independence from their physical location in Mayfield East.
Prior to its acquisition, the company was focused mainly on delivering cost-effective, hassle-free systems
and programs tailored to specific requirements after thorough-going analyses of the client's business. But
today, it's mostly primarily focused on the design and implementation of highly advanced SIL rated radio
systems and products with radio and telemetry requirements.
Services offered include custom system design and installation, integration with third-party products, onsite survey and facilities assessment, and preventive maintenance. So far, they've helped equip a large
number of mines.
The integration of Tecom Australia into Winder Controls has brought tremendous benefits to all the
departments and units of the umbrella organization. Through its flourishing international sales network,
Winder Controls is looking to promote all of Tecom Australia's products and services, including:
 SHAFT communications – RF technology based video, voice & alert shaft safety system that
facilitates production and construction, including shaft sinking.
 CERBERUS - Safety Integrity Level (SIL) rated radio system: The latest, most advanced
underground communication system in the world, used to facilitate production and construction,
including shaft sinking at both civil and mining operations.
 DOZAFE - The latest, most advanced Safety Integrity Level (SIL) rated Dozer telemetry system
developed in-house.
 TGE System - The all-inclusive Tecom Gas Extraction plant complete with a monitoring system.
In the past few years, Tecom Australia’s quest to develop an in-house SIL-rated Dozer telemetry system
(DOZSAFE) has helped the company achieve tremendous advancements in its radio & telemetry
technology which will become a main-stay product as Tecom expands into new international markets.
With the acquisition of Tecom, Winder Controls is poised to establish itself firmly in new strategic markets
in Australia and around the world.

